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             SERVING THE DEVELOPING WORLD, 
             DEVELOPING THOSE WHO SERVE

Clemson Engineers for Developing Countries is an award-winning student-led 
internship program that allows its students to become creative problem solvers 
to real world problems.

CEDC was founded in 2008 as a humanitarian program. To date, CEDC has offered 
hundreds of students service-learning opportunities and dozens of internships on 
global issues including clean water, healthcare, food insecurity, clean energy, and 
more.

Fall 2020

Through the year of 2020 and COVID-19, we required a pivot into online-learning. 
We adapted and introduced new opportunities in response. We started a domestic 
internship program for our students and have nine dedicated interns working on 
projects to improve practical resilience throughout the state of South Carolina. In 
addition to this, our Haiti projects have been improving with new opportunities to 
meet and communicate virtually with students and partners in Haiti thanks in part to 
the global move to an online platform. Similarly, we continue to collaborate with our 
newest partners in Guatemala, currently planning potential work and projects with 
them remotely. 

CEDC has been resilient in throughout this pandemic and we are grateful for all the 
work that every individual involved with our program has contributed to keep that 
resilience strong. Our students still have multiple opportunities a week to interact 
online and discuss pertinent topics regarding global humanitarian engineering, and 
we continue to stay connected as an organization despite the challenges this year 
has presented. We are confident in the future of the organization to begin work again 
in-person as soon as it is safe, and to again travel to Haiti, Guatemala, and throughout 
South Carolina to further promote CEDC’s mission and values.

“What is CEDC?” Word Cloud Exercise 
generated by Fall 2020 students 
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             PROGRAM
             MANAGEMENT

Why Program Management?

Program Management’s goal is projecting success forward:  conducting a productive 
semester, maintaining collaboration between the directors’ board and the larger entire 
organization, and to ultimately position CEDC for future success. 

Fall 2020

This semester the Program Director and Assistant Program Director specifically 
focused on incorporating the UN Sustainable Development Goals into CEDC’s 
curriculum and arranging for guest presenters to address the class. A variety of topics 
were covered including CEDC’s mission, cultural competency and communication 
skills. 

This semester marked a transitional time in CEDC’s story as we continued our work in 
Haiti and South Carolina and continued developing our relationship with Guatemala, 
all in an online format. As an organization we’ve faced many obstacles recently from 
continuing political unrest in Haiti and the global COVID-19 outbreak. Thus, Program 
Management’s priority this semester has been to keep CEDC’s mission in the forefront 
of every member’s mind, ensuring that we stay motivated and keep growing in the 
right direction.  

To this end, program advancement has focused largely in two areas this semester - 
namely,  the engagement initiative with project management and the development of 
the directors’ roles and responsibilities document. The former is a focused effort on 
engaging stakeholders for projects and equipping project groups with the information 
and skills to communicate with stakeholders effectively. 

    Lead Directors

(from left to right)

Daniel Greene 
Assistant Program Director

Madison Stanley
Program Director

Alexander Arzon
Program Advancement Director



   Program Management Group working 
                        at the new HERDS building

Humanitarian and Engineerng 
Research and Design Sutdio (HERDS) 
is the CEDC Headquarters outside of 
campus where engineering, design, 
and research programs are developed.



             PROJECT
             MANAGEMENT

Why Project Management?

Project Management is dedicated to helping the project groups plan, coordinate, 
and execute their projects. The group is also responsible for accessing and tracking 
presentation skills of the project and functional groups.
 
Each CEDC project designates one Project Manager (PM) who oversees that specific 
project. These project team leaders plan their project, assign tasks to their group 
members, and make key project decisions. Assistant Project Management 
Directors (APMDs) each oversee a 3 to 5 project groups. They are responsible 
for communicating project needs throughout the organization, ordering project 
materials, and overseeing project progress. 

Fall 2020 

Two Project Management Directors (PMDs) oversee the Assistant Project 
Management Directors. These students are responsible for enforcing and improving 
project management standards, developing project management documentation, and 
connecting project groups with organizations outside CEDC. The Project  Management 
group communicates frequently to determine how projects can collaborate and to 
connect projects with students and faculty with experience in their project area.
   
This semester Project Management team implemented a system for time sheets to 
keep track of the progress being made in the online environment and to accommodate 
students having a varying amount of credit hours. The Team has also worked with 
other directors to get the new HERDS workspace ready for use and project teams 
integrated in the space.  Moving forward the Project Management team will improve 
the management structure to adapt to growth and changes in the organization and the 
projects it manages. 

    Lead Directors 

(from left to right)
 Project Managers: Ian Stewart, Bailey Leopard

Assistant Project Managers: Riley Garvey, Trey Stewart, Shannon Leonard 



             Project Management
      Life Cycle

 

CEDC Project Management Life Cycle

(Above) a view into the project life cycle and 
management of CEDC project teams. This 
begins by defining their problem and mission 
to discover the solution. Project Management 
is invovled form the start-up then proceeds to 
support the teams as they move into the next 
phase of their project.



             PROGRAM
             MANAGEMENT

Why Cultural Engagement?

A paper written by the American Society of Engineering Education highlighted the 
many ways engineering projects can and have failed is quoted as saying, “A lack of 
understanding of the habits and customs of partnering community can deem a project 
to fail from its very beginning.” ¹ This assessment rings true for past projects and is a 
warning for projects today and in the future. For this reason, the Cultural Engagement 
team was formed. The mission of the Cultural Engagement team is to increase 
awareness of other cultures within CEDC and externally by focusing on activities and 
presentations with global significance on and off campus.  

Fall 2020

Internally, we worked on connecting CEDC students with opportunities to expand 
their cultural understanding of Latinx, Haitian, and South Carolina cultures. We 
accomplished this by fostering a partnership with the Clemson Latinx Organization 
Council (CLOC) supporting CEDC student attendance at events such as CLOC’s dance 
and movie night. Additionally, CEDC’s Cultural Ambassador gave presentations in class 
about the importance of cultural competency as it relates to cultural understanding 
and cultural considerations in communication with communities that hold different 
beliefs and superstitions.   

After the pandemic caused a sudden stop to any trips abroad. We focused on the 
importance of keeping communication strong with our foreign partners during this 
time. As well, we created a cooking show  to boost morale within the group in a fun 
way. For our cooking show, we made beignets from Café du Monde.  
In the future, our aim is to continue educating CEDC students about the importance of 
culture as it relates to their projects and into their everyday lives while simultaneously 
making it exciting and fun. As well as continuing to foster relationships with our 
international and domestic partnerships making sure we maintain a fair exchange of 
ideas and communication.  

   Cultural Engagement 

(from up to down)
Director of Cultural Engagment 
Leila Djerdjour  amd Symphanie Key 



     Culture in Food

Cultural Engagement
Thanksgiving Cooking Show 
(11/24/20)

(Left) an image from the first ever 
CEDC cooking show that was 
done by the Cultural Engagment 
team where Beignets were. The 
event was shared with the CEDC 
audience on our social channels.

Visit ResearchGate for Cultural 
Engagment Summit Poster 
Presentation, “click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348134972_Fostering_Cultural_Exchange_Internally_and_Externally_of_Clemson_Engineers_for_Developing_Countries


             PROGRAM
             MANAGEMENT

Why CEDC Marketing and Branding?

CEDC Marketing and Branding coordinate and produce all materials representing the 
brand. It is our responsibility to discover the meaningful stories at CEDC and present 
them in a way that is both compelling and informative.  We manage and define the 
CEDC Brand. This involves defining who we are, what we stand for, and what we do. In 
turn, we strengthen CEDC internally and externally to then create the experience one 
has when learning or interacting with the program.

Fall 2020

Marketing for CEDC is consistently producing more and working to be as effective. This 
semester, to further define what we stand for and who we are, a strategic marketing 
plan was created and will continue to be updated for the years to come. This involved 
outlining the roles of marketing for CEDC, defining our audience, and identifying the 
social channels we are present on. This marketing plan will serve as the foundation so 
that the marketing goals can be met. 

In addition, CEDC marketing has continued to produce the digital and print media 
for the organization. We have continued to highlight the people and work CEDC does 
through our lasting Student Spotlight and Project Team Showcase campaigns. This is 
an opportunity that is outsourced to members of CEDC to talk about who they, what 
CEDC means to them, and the work that they do. This opportunity, and the goal to 
reach recruit more students was then further developed into a new campaign, Why 
CEDC Campaign. The Why CEDC campaign are created by CEDC members, identifies 
who they are, what they do, and answer the question why CEDC. These stories and 
more on Clemson Engineers for Developing Countries can be found on all CEDC social 
channels today.

    Marketing and Branding

(from left to right)
Grace Vogt, Marketing and Branding 
Director Alejandro Guzman, 
AJ Sanders, Balsam Albayati 



                CEDC Marketing Campaigns 
                        

United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals

In September 2015, the United Nations General Assembly, 
consisting of 193 member countries, adopted the 2030 
Agenda for Sutainable Development. This includes 17 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that emphasive 
a holistic approach to global issues in sustainability like 
quality education, clean water, and climate action.

CEDC and the United Nations SDGs

The mission and values of the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals coninside. CEDC as an organization 
have adopted this agenda by taking action in our work. 
Additionally, CEDC bring awareness and considreation by 
means of the United Nations SDG Campaign (see above) 
where projects and topics internally and globally are 
showcased in alginment with this agenda. 

 

Visit ResearchGate for Marketing 
and  Branding Summit Poster 

Presentation, “click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348133808_Building_a_Strong_and_Sustainable_Brand_-_CEDC_Marketing_and_Branding


             

Why Technical Solutions?

Technical Solutions, also called TechSol, seeks to support CEDC by leveraging 
technological resources to better analyze and record data, assist with organization 
functions, work with project groups on technological components, and extend CEDC’s 
reach to more students and potential partners.    

Fall 2020

This semester, TechSol  has been supporting assisting members  as they get 
comfortable with Microsoft Teams and other software. Many new members have had to 
adjust to the online format of Microsoft Teams, so we created a few videos explaining 
how to use it and the exchange server. We also implemented the calendar function in 
Teams across the organization, which lets members schedule meetings  for up to 300 
people. 

Another way we helped maintain CEDC in a fully online format was 
by implementing weekly Tech Tips. These were short tutorials to help members use 
programs to their advantage. For example, many project groups within CEDC must 
analyze large amounts of data. For one of the Tech Tips, we walked members through 
using PivotTables in Excel to generate charts and tables with their data. 

TechSol  started to  focused on and updating the CEDC website to 
accommodate more due to CEDC being working virtually this semester.   
TechSol introduced a publications section within the website to share documents 
and semesterly Summit materials. While a current work in progress, 
introducing publications is necessary to help share work within CEDC to stakeholders. 

    Technical Solutions

(from left to right)
Benjamin Brown, Project Manager 
Victoriana Malvoso, Alex Nejman, 
Aman Garlapati

SUSTAINABILITY



                 Technical Solutions Tech Tips 
                    and Externally with Microsoft   
        

Tech Tips

(Above) an image from a tutorial/tip series 
by technical solutions where the Technical 
Solutions Project Manger highlights a tool or 
feature. This Tech tip was invovled creating 
meetings on Microsfot Teams Calender.

Visit ResearchGate for Technical 
Solutions Summit Poster 
Presentation, “click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348133879_Applying_Technical_Solutions_Throughout_the_Organization_to_Facilitate_Aid_in_Developing_Countries


             PRACTICAL COMMUNITY
             RESILIENCE

Why Broadband?

Nearly one-fourth of all South Carolina residents lack broadband access, with a large 
percentage of rural schools, businesses, and hospitals falling short of the minimum 
broadband requirements. However, the digital divide and its implications have been 
magnified by the advent of COVID-19 and the switch to primarily digital methods of 
schooling and healthcare. The drastically increasing reliance on telecommunications 
has highlighted the urgency of the broadband inaccessibility and sparked our research 
on the true extent of the digital divide and the actions that could be taken by state and 
national legislatures to alleviate its effects.   

Fall 2020

Correlations have been uncovered between a lack of broadband access and higher 
incidence of diabetes, obesity, and physician shortages. Additionally, better test scores 
and educational outcomes were found for school districts with sufficient broadband 
access, and specifically, a 1:1 ratio of students to electronic devices. However, in rural 
areas with poor broadband access, a large percentage of students could not even be 
contacted by teachers after schools closed in March of 2020. It is estimated that some 
of these students may be up to a year behind in their education.   
Our current efforts include analyzing data sets to paint a full picture of the impacts of 
broadband on education, business, healthcare, and susceptibilities to COVID-19. This 
includes analysis of correlations between these factors and poverty rates, disability 
rates, and demographic data. The team is working with Clemson marketing and 
student government to raise awareness about the problem facing our state and the 
far-reaching impacts of the digital divide. Along with the information campaign within 
Clemson, the team is working on a presentation for state legislators in an attempt to 
raise additional awareness, voice our recommendations, and receive valuable advice 
on how to move forward.   

    Broadband Access in SC

(from left to right)
Project Manager Pamela Bretscher, 
Victoriana Malvoso, Cora Bisbee, 
and Jacob Arnold



         Broadband in South Carolina 

Broadband in South Carolina Needs and Effects

(Above) CEDC Broadband Access’ discoveries on the 
needs and effects of broadband while illustrating 
how connected. 

Visit ResearchGate for Broadband 
Access Summit Poster 

Presentation, “click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348080377_Broadband_Access_in_South_Carolina_and_the_Advent_of_COVID-19


             PRACTICAL COMMUNITY
             RESILIENCE

Why Connected Communities?

The absence of disaster mitigation practices on at the community level has decreased 
resilience among local entities. Since 1979, the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) funded disaster mitigation projects in struggling communities 
across the country. This method of aid has created a form of Toxic Charity, where 
organizations venture from preparing for disasters because of their reliance and high 
expectations concerning federal support. (This is unclear)  

In response to this trend, FEMA has created a new initiative known as BRIC (or Building 
Resilient Infrastructure and Communities) which offers grant funding for programs 
that invest in innovative and research-based disaster preparedness. These projects 
will aim to improve quality of life, reduce suffering, and develop a national culture of 
resilience. 

Fall 2020 

Beginning in the Clemson Area, the Connected Communities research team is working 
to foster resilience efforts through community engagement. This research includes 
quantifying the level of local disaster preparedness to assess stakeholders’ current 
endeavors in disaster and resource management, discussions with local organizations, 
and national case studies of programs that have successfully built connected 
communities. Based on key discoveries, this team has begun a BRIC grant proposal 
and a collaboration with the Land Grant project to create a virtual hub towards 
community engagement. Through these actions, we hope to foster a culture of disaster 
preparedness and response while interconnecting the community for increased 
resilience. 

    Connected Communities

(from left to right)
 Nami Ennis, Alejandro Guzman, Project Manager Annie Barnett

Maggie Wentworth, Nicholas Schirato, Amanda Steel 



                              Hybrid Approach to 
                             University Engagement

Connected Communities 

(Above) a working design of the Connected 
Communities logo

Hybrid Approach to University Engagement

(Below) an Illustration of FEMA current 
current problem, the top-down approach 
to disaster management and community 
engagement. Connected Communities is 
proposing a shift to a hybrid-approach

 

Visit ResearchGate for Connected 
Communities Summit Poster 

Presentation, “click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348080382_Practical_Community_Resilience_Connected_Communities


             PRACTICAL COMMUNITY
             RESILIENCE

Why Land Grant?

Land grant universities, such as Clemson University, have gradually reduced their 
community involvement over the past few decades. In order to combat this, Clemson 
needs a “front door” where individuals from the University and the community can 
present and identify issues that need addressing.  

The Land Grant team is working to design and create  such a “front door”, 
an engagement center that will improve communication and access to resources 
at the University, local,  and state level. This level of engagement will be beneficial to 
all parties involved including communities, university students and faculty, business 
owners, governmental officials, and more, helping transform Clemson into a “land 
grant university of the 21st century”.  

Fall 2020 

Throughout this semester, our team has been planning focus groups with students, 
faculty, and community members to gain a better understanding of what format of 
engagement will be most beneficial to all stakeholders involved. These focus groups 
will serve to identify key aspects of a potential engagement center that are critical to its 
success. 

In addition, we have been planning the structure and organization of pilot projects 
that will take place in the spring of 2021. These pilot projects will serve as a proof 
of concept for the functioning of the engagement center, and the issues in the 
community that we intend it to help. 

    Land Grant University of the 21st Century 

(from left to right)
Will Mossbrook, Project Manager Robert 
Falconer, Madison Stanley and Grace Vogt



    Disvovering the Intersection between 
                         University and Community
                                                  Engagement

This grahic depicts the problem facing the Land Grant University of the 21st 
Century team: how to best engage students, the university, and the community in a 

way that has maximum benefit for each group

Visit ResearchGate for Land Grant  
Summit Poster Presentation, 

“click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348080590_Transforming_Clemson_University_into_a_Land_Grant_University_of_the_21st_Century


             CLEAN 
             WATER

Why DIY Water Filter?

Due to the limited resources and lack of advanced tools in rural Haiti, clean water is a 
luxury many people simply cannot afford. Communities may do not have the financial 
ability to have a properly working water filter. Helping solve this issue is the mission 
of the DIY Water Filter team. The main goal of the project is to help provide a simple, 
yet effective water filter that can be developed using the materials in Haiti that is are 
cheap and inexpensive. 

Fall 2020 

Through our research, our team has determined the most effective and inexpensive 
filter is a yarn-based filter prefabricated core. We have started to rework our prototype 
and are currently creating various designs to determine the most effective core.
By creating a weekly system of rapid prototyping and brainstorming, we have 
progressed significantly in our design process. Several factors are to be considered in 
this determination, including how well the filter holds the yarn, how easily it can be 
wrapped, and the consistency of the string wrapping.  Following design, further testing 
will be conducted on each prototype to investigate how effective it is at filtering to a 
bacterial-sized particle. 

Once the design is finalized the group will be working on creating manuals for proper 
use of the filters. Next steps will be coordinating with local Haitian stores and shops to 
begin developing the relationships needed to have a coordinated implantation of the 
filter design. It is an essential component of the design that it is not only effective in 
treating the water but is also a design that can be replicable by the people in Haiti or 
throughout the developing world.  

    DIY Water Filter

(from left to right)
Project Manager Alex Walters, Charlton Hill, Elizabeth Chiarovano

Kayleigh Trumbull, Ameen Mahmood, Meghan Kropp



                          DIY Water Filter
         Prototype 

Prototypes

Two prototype core designs crafted during 
the rapid prototyping phase by DIY members 
Kayleigh Trumbell. Special emphasis is placed 
on the pronged design element on the top 
and bottom of the core. 

 

Visit ResearchGate for DIY Water 
Filter Summit Poster Presentation, 

“click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348080387_The_Creation_of_a_Do-It-Yourself_Water_Filter_for_Use_in_Resource_Constrained_Environments


Why Aquaculture?

The Aquaculture group of CEDC was created to address tilapia underproduction in 
Ba Cange, Haiti. The group found that fish food was the ultimate underlying limiting 
factor of tilapia production. The fish food currently used by the farmers is sold in Port 
Au Prince, which is around a 2-hour drive from Ba Cange. Even when the farmers can 
make the trip to Port Au Prince, this fish food is imported, expensive, and not always 
available for purchase. 

Fall 2020 

This team’s goal is to develop a replacement fish feed that is easily accessible, more 
affordable, and can be made using Haitian agricultural products. The focus this 
semester has been developing the possible fish feed replacements, nutrient testing, 
and working to replicate this feed production and testing process in Haiti. Through the 
help of Clemson faculty, the group is working to send seeds to Haiti for species growth 
analysis testing and looking to receive samples from Haiti to test for nutritional 
analysis here in Clemson. 

With these results, the Aquaculture team will be able to provide Haitian farmers with 
the proportions needed to make nutritionally satisfying tilapia feeds. The farmers 
will evaluate it for cost effectiveness and feasibility given the resources accessible to 
them. If both needs are met, the fish feed project can be implemented in Haiti. It is our 
long-term goal to create a scenario where these farmers will be able to grow the crops 
for the feed, produce the feed, and grow the tilapia at lowered costs which will lead to 
increased output and higher earnings for these farmers.   

   Aquaculture

(from left to right)
Zachary Holland, Grace Furman, 
Project Manager Rachel Twitty, Hillary 
Tapia

SUSTAINABILITY



Locations and 
     Prototype  

Location

(Above) is an image of some of the 
aquaculture locations around Lake Peligre. 
Purple = Peligre, Blue = Ba Cange, Green 
= Silgre. This project is currently the most 
involved in Ba Cange, Haiti

Fish Feed Prototype

(Left) Fish feeds to be tested for nutritional 
content. Here, Rachel Twitty is putting the 
pelletized feed into the dehydrator to remove 
the moisture

Visit ResearchGate for Aquaculture 
Summit Poster Presentation, 

“click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348080450_Aquaculture_Development_to_Address_Nutritional_and_Economic_Needs_in_the_Central_Plateau_of_Haiti?showFulltext=1&linkId=5feea297a6fdccdcb81ea993


Why Summerton Solar?

Solar Power is an enormous natural resource that when harnessed can provide 
massive benefits, such as creating clean energy and providing sustainability. The goal 
of the South Carolina Solar team is to promote resilience and sustainability in South 
Carolina through the use of solar power installations and educational materials. 

Fall 2020 

The group focuses on two different projects that focus on the same overall goal. 
The HERDS Solar Project aims to install a solar array to provide the CEDC’s 
Humanitarian Engineering Research and Design Studio makerspace with energy. The 
Summerton project aims to assist with the implementation of a solar array in the town 
center of Summerton, SC. In their assistance, in depth research regarding solar panel  
and battery options and other design considerations such as the arrays location were 
given. (Unclear what you are saying here)  The HERDS team is working on a design of a 
battery bank that will allow for maintenance on the system without shutting down the 
whole system. HERDS  plans to implement an educational component to the project as 
well. This will focus on teaching the community how solar power is being implemented 
and why it is being implemented. 

   Summerton, South Carolina Solar

(from left to right)
Caleb Cassidy, Project Manager Tristan Veal
Chandler Keaton, Michael Smith

SUSTAINABILITY



          Solar Power at the CEDC’s (HERDS)                 
       Humanitarian Engineering Research
                      Research and Design Studio

Solar Arrays

(Above) an image of the solar array 
structure that the Summerton South 
Carolina Solar Project aims to install at the 
CEDC’s (HERDS) makerspace.

 

Visit ResearchGate for Summerton 
Solar Summit Poster Presentation, 

“click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348080817_Solar_Energy_in_Summerton_South_Carolina_to_Increase_Resilience_and_Offset_Energy_Costs


             

Why Origami Emergency Shelter?

Natural disasters have always been a global problem, and they take a much heavier 
toll on developing countries. When a natural disaster causes a nation’s infrastructure 
to collapse, families are displaced from their homes and it can take months for relief 
organizations to begin the rebuilding process. Our goal is to use the principles of 
origami to design a quickly deployable, compact, safe, and cost-effective emergency 
shelter that can be utilized after a disaster for a sustainable amount of time. 

Fall 2020 

The process of origami involves creating a three-dimensional structure out of a two-
dimensional surface, which makes the production extremely cost-effective while 
still providing a lightweight and durable product. Our team is currently working with 
small scale paper models to test the strength and durability of different materials. In 
collaboration with Dr. Suyi Li of Clemson’s Mechanical Engineering department and 
his graduate students, we have been using a Universal Testing Machine to test the 
maximum load bearing of our paper prototypes. 

Our team is also drafting a research paper with the intent of being published in the 
Journal of Humanitarian Engineering (JHE). The publication process has allowed us 
to gage how much research we have already completed and what tests we need to 
conduct in the future to complete our research project. In the future, we also intend 
to submit to the American Society of Mechanical Engineering journal as well as attend 
the International Design and Engineering Technical Conference in the summer of 2022. 
This will be an opportunity for our team to showcase our research and propose our 
product to the outside world. 

    Origami Emergency Shelter

(from left to right)
Garrett Norris, Project Manager Ben Towers, 
Andrew Bradley

SUSTAINABILITY



                                             Design and  
                     Printing Process  
                    

Design

(Above) is an image a Miruari design 
prototype.

Fish Feed Prototype
(Left) is an image of the plot cutter used to 
create fold patterns for the Miura-Ori arch 
prototypes.

 

Visit ResearchGate for Origami 
Emergency Shelter Summit Poster 

Presentation, “click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348080731_Origami_Emergency_Shelter


Why Community Health Surveillance?

The Community Health Surveillance project works in partnership with physicians from 
the Episcopal Diocese of Upper South Carolina to provide hypertension treatment to 
patients in the Central Plateau of Haiti. Currently, these villages rely on annual clinics 
run by American doctors to diagnose patients with hypertension. At present, trained 
volunteers called community health workers (CHWs) monitor patients’ blood pressure 
and distribute their hypertension medication. Unfortunately, the exact process flow of 
this system and its effectiveness are largely unknown.  

Fall 2020 

This semester our team worked to plan the methodology for a study that will evaluate 
the effectiveness of the CHW model for addressing hypertension in the Central 
Plateau and the quality of care provided to each patient. Our study will identify issues 
with the current hypertension treatment model and help determine if quality control 
measures should be implemented. 

One challenge we faced was planning how data would be collected by CHWs in Haiti 
and uploaded so that we could access it remotely in Clemson, while also ensuring that 
the data is protected. We began a partnership with Dr. Ginny Fonner from MUSC, who 
will guide us in designing a cloud-based system for data storage that is compliant with 
privacy concerns.  

Moving forward, we will continue to plan our study with Dr. Fonner as well as seek 
approval to work with Zanmi Lasante (ZL), a branch of Partners in Health that oversees 
many medical missions in Haiti. We plan to work with them throughout the study to 
collect, store, and evaluate data. When circumstances allow, we plan to travel to Haiti 
to perform the study and conduct the study.  

                Community Health Surveillance

(from left to right)
Project Manager Madeleine Maylath , 
Megan Noonan, Dahila Halabi
(not picture) Matthew Lehr

HEALTHCARE



                                            Cange, Hati 

Cange, Haiti

Patients receiving medical care at a 
hypertension clinic in the Central Plateau of 
Cange, Haiti  

 

Visit ResearchGate for Community 
Health Suveillance Summit Poster 

Presentation, “click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348080305_Evaluating_and_Improving_the_Process_of_Hypertension_Diagnosis_and_Treatment_in_the_Central_Plateau_of_Haiti


Why Cange Hospital Operating Room?

In Hôpital Bon Saveur de Cange, the operating rooms do not meet Word Health, 
ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning), and FGI 
(Facility Guidelines Institute) safety standards. The operating rooms are currently 
not in service, and individuals who require operation must travel a lengthy distance 
through rough terrain to the hospital in Mirebalais. There is a need to open the 
operating rooms in Cange to alleviate some of the burden off Mirebalais and offer 
certain patients a more convenient location. 

In the operating rooms in Cange, there is a lack of sterile ventilation, minimal spacing 
for surgery, and the layout of equipment and workflow is efficient and dangerous. Our 
group’s goal is to allow the operating rooms to become functional again by designing 
the operating rooms to be safer and more efficient in partnership with Zanmi Lasante. 

Fall 2020 

At this point our group has accomplished many parts of the operating room redesign, 
including researching necessary equipment, efficient workflows, and optimal 
conditions for surgical procedures. Designs for the floor layout of the hospital have 
been developed with collaboration from Architecture + Health. 

This past semester, our group has focused on using previous research to construct the 
operating room equipment and layout design, final HVAC recommendations, as well as 
assemble a basis of design, which will be used for future implementation of plans. In 
the future, CEDC will establish contact with stakeholders from Mirebalais and turn over 
the basis of design to Zamni Lasante in our next step towards implementation.  

                Cange Hospital Operating Room 

(from left to right)
Project Manager Jared Gaidjunas, Emily 
McGill, Nicole Shertzer, Jack Troiano
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                               Operating Room
                    Design

Cange, Haiti

Pictured is the conceptual room design for operating room 1 at the Cange 
Hospital. The room design includes zoning of the room, such as nursing and 
anesthesia zoning, as well as layout of necessary equipment for the operating 
room.
 

Visit ResearchGate for Cange (OR) 
Summit Poster Presentation, 

“click here”

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348080553_Improving_Safety_Standards_in_a_Rural_Haitian_Operating_Room
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